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Clinically minded.
Technically sound.
MUSE v9

Cardiology Information System

Clinically minded. Technically sound.
The best of both worlds.

As the world of healthcare IT evolves, so do we. With 50 years
of ECG innovation, trusted by the top U.S. cardiac hospitals,
we’re known for our strong clinical foundation. The latest
MUSE™ v9 Cardiology Information System takes the best
of what we’re known for and securely opens access to even
more data from more systems with smarter workflow options.
MUSE v9 opens the door to measurable outcomes by helping

cardiologists accurately predict, detect, interpret and manage
cardiac disease, while meeting your facility’s latest IT security
and open networking requirements. MUSE v9 offers you the
best of both worlds, all in one system everyone can agree on.
MUSE v9 – clinically minded, technically sound.

Maximize your investments.
Bridging the communication gap.

In order to deliver the best care, you need your network and
all your devices to seamlessly talk to one another in the same
language without key clinical and demographic data being
lost in translation.
MUSE v9 is designed to bridge the communication gap
between vendors, modalities, clinics, hospitals, care areas
and your enterprise. That means you’ll be able to maximize
the clinical benefits MUSE provides and bridge your ECG
investments.

New features such as eDoc Connect allow you to receive and
store reports from a wider variety of test types like ECG, stress
tests, EP recordings, pulmonary function and others from
any GE or non-GE network connected devices. And the new
DICOM Connect helps you utilize the DICOM modality worklist
and even translate non-DICOM ECGs to the DICOM format.
By opening MUSE v9, we’ve ensured all of your cardiology
information is captured under the umbrella of one system for
improved care collaboration and asset management.

Focus on the patient, not the process.
Better workflow. Faster decisions.
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Every healthcare system houses information that
is accessed by thousands of different users. Users
who rely on that information to review, edit and
confirm valuable patient data. It’s like a subway
map. Cardiology data gets transferred back and
forth throughout the network touching many
different points of care throughout the cardiac
experience. And when it comes to cardiology,
time is everything.

MUSE v9 keeps the flow of data going between
patients and all the different caregivers that need
to access it, automating the process wherever
possible. For example, new fields were added to
display and document the primary care physician,
linking together their reviewed and confirmed
results as well as automatic routing of tests to
the broader team in need of the results. And
improvements to connectivity with Holter and
Stress allow physicians to review, confirm and
export Stress and Holter tests to the EMR remotely,
without having to visit a MARS™/CardioDay™ or
CASE system to do so.

Easy access with data security.
Simple and secure.

A wireless world allows us to connect more types of
information and to access it remotely, but it also makes
that information more vulnerable. Your patients not only
rely on you to collect valuable information about their lives
and their cardiac health, they expect you to protect it as
well. Sometimes the best approach to security is simplicity.
With the new A/D Connect, MUSE v9 integrates with active
directory systems to centralize user authentication and login.

Instead of requiring a different username and password
combination for the MUSE system, each user can keep the
same login credentials they use to access the entire network.
MUSE v9 also enhances patient data security and privacy,
helping facilitate HIPAA compliance by not only being able to
track by whom and when any change is made to a patient
record, but by also tracking when a record is searched,
accessed and viewed.

…and now bring your tools and data
together to make smarter decisions.

MUSE is built on decades of research invested into the
development of ECG analysis tools. Quality tools, validated
against clinically correlated databases for accuracy and
supported with over 150 scientific references.4 Tools that
you have come to rely on to elevate your level of care. Like
serial comparison, which allows you to compare current and
previous ECG records on one screen for improved diagnostic
accuracy, reducing false-positive admissions for chest pain
patients by 50%.5

And pacemaker pulse detection and annotations with an
accuracy that protects paced patients from contraindicated
treatments.6 As the field of cardiology has evolved and
become more complex, new voices have emerged and your
IT needs have changed. You still value the quality of the data
you collect, but you need that data to be more accessible,
more connected and more secure. MUSE v9 builds on its
heritage of storing and analyzing clinically rich cardiac
data and allows it to be easily accessed and transferred
automatically. It’s the best of both worlds, so smart hospitals
can keep making smart decisions.

Imagination at work
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